


inCharge 6 is the latest product of the inCharge 

line, a series of keyring cables invented by 

Ferraris Group in 2015, with over 1 million units 

sold.

It magnetically snaps onto your keychain, so it’s 

never left behind.

Being there over 5 billion USB and USB-C ports 

around the world, inCharge makes the low 

battery  problem a thing of the past.



The inCharge 6  patented design allows to 

charge any portable device from any power 

source!



Nowadays we are surrounded by portable 

devices, which have 3 different charging 

connectors and 2 input ports.

It means that people should carry many cables 

with them to charge their devices.

This is how inCharge was born and reached the 

current 6 (all) connections layout.



With 8 different imprintable areas, inCharge 6 is 

fully customizable with your Brand logos.
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With 8 different imprintable areas, inCharge 6 is 

fully customizable with your Brand logos.
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Laser printing is the best technology to 

customize inCharge 6, creating elegant and life 

lasting engraved logos. 



Attention to details, durable materials and 

premium quality connectors are the key values 

that make inCharge a real masterpiece.





One of the most eye-catching features of 

inCharge 6 is the possibility to transfer power, 

when standard ports are absent, from a phone* 

to another phone, wireless earbuds or any other 

device.

* only available with USB-C phones as input



We know the importance of 

Timely delivery!



Do you need more freedom?

inCharge 6 Max gives you 5ft. (1.5 m) of mobility.

It’s the only cable you will need for home and travel.

inCharge 6 Max allows to charge any portable device 

from any power source, even those a little more 

distant!



RollingSquare is a brand of Ferraris

Group, a company of diversified

innovators based in Switzerland.

Products are designed with focus on

User and Human centered design, aimed

at producing disrupting innovations that

are 1. unique on the market and 2. useful.

The aim is one: redesigning daily life,

while giving extreme importance to

detail and quality.
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